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About This Game

You may be awkward, but so are they. This is your last resort for finding someone
right for you. There are only five girls left, can at least one of them tolerate your nonsense?

This game is a parody of the dating simulator genre and is NOT meant to be taken seriously.
Annoy the other person to gain points but be careful not to go too far, they might walk out on you.
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Title: Awkward Date Hero
Genre: Simulation
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 1 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 1.5Hz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 540 MB available space
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Great game, it has the rare combination of music, gameplay difficulty and aesthetics that is hard to find in indie games.
. I found the concept interesting, and given the low price I gave it a shot.

Oh my.

This is an alpha build, at best. The interface is clunky, absolutely unintuitive. Gameplay seems to be shallow, and I have no will
to spend more time trying to dive deeper into the mud to be sure. To make things more complicated, the English tooltips and
explanations are so badly written that it's sometimes fairly difficult to understand what it's supposed to mean (and if you think
the same goes for my review, well, what can I say? I'm not from an English speaking country. Oh, and it's free :D).

Ah. I still have to admit the thing did not crash. Had to be noted.. Very cute and very deadly ;-). Those who don't like this game
probably don't understand where it's roots are and how these games were back in the day. That being said, it is vaguely like the
original. If you like the old Gold Rush game, this is totally worth the money. If you wanna see other games like this and get a
feel for it's roots, try out Police Quest, Hero's Quest, and/or Space Quest. They have the originals on Steam as well. Perhaps
seeing those games can help others get a better appreciation for Gold Rush. I feel like the graphics give new players a false
understanding of what kind of game this is. To a newcomer, they probably think this is a stupid indie game, when in reality, it is
just a polished up version of one of the best games of it's time. My best advice for newcomers is to remember that exploring is
the key. It is not a race to the finish like games today. You may have to load old save points. Save often and make multiple save
files. Try everything you can think of. You will also need to use the command lines for a few of the required tasks. I noticed
trying to get the note out of the desk is impossible via point and click.. Great game. Some of the puzzles really gave me
headaches.. If you are looking for the original Insane Style, this is not your game.
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This is a cute and chill game! Pleasant way to spend an evening.. XOXO.US games are famous for achievements, but here we
are.. no achievements at all... Not Recommended. Basta with the Pasta.. I bought this game with a coupon just trying to farm
cards to level up my steam profile, but ended up loving it! I totally did not expect this out of a $3.99 game! I usually end up with
a ton of poorly translated Zelda ripoffs with about 2 hours of content, but this one was a rare jewel! I think this my first review
ever out of like 200 games, so that should be saying something!

Totally worth $9.99-$14.99 if you ask me, so $3.99?? I still just can't get over it!

-Lots of in-depth storyline with each fighter
-Tons of in-game lore
-First management game I've seen where you actually get to play a character, rather than being some unseen godlike entity

Bottom Line:

I bought this game intending on keeping it open in the background just long enough to get my 3 card drops, then never playing it
again, and ended up loving it!

Kudos!. This game follows up right after NIghtmares From the Deep 1, this is the collectors edition even though it is not listed
as such. With Part 2 this game is one of the few HIdden Object Games worthy of being a franchise with its excellent story
telling, great imagry, and fun puzzle solving gameplay elements. Once again you are the Museum Curator who like most
museum curators must battle the forces of the supernatural to maintain your exhibitions.

Anyone can enjoy this game, the difficulty level seems fine for all kinds of players from new HO fans to battle hardened HO
veterans. There is a strategy guide if stuck, hint button if lost, and hint button for puzzles. The gameplay is up to the player since
this unique series of games offers Mahjong as an alternative to finding the hidden objects. All of the scenes fit the atmosphere
of the game with a nautical or seaside type of theme fun for summer gaming. This game continues the pirate traditionss of
Voodoo, Mermaids, or to be Politically correct Mer-people which is their official designation.

A trademark of HO games is their fantastic artwork, the scenes and characters come to life fully voiced. Though their
pronunciation of some words can be a bit controversial sparking debates and barhouse brawls across the Caribbean for
centuries.

Kraken in the game is pronounced Crack-In which is how its pronounced in Scandanavian, while the creature is known earliest
amongst the people of Norway where it seems they call it Kraw-kun? In English using phonetics Kraken would be pronounced
Kray-ken. Scholars to this day and possible scientists deep in Area-51 are still trying to unravel this mystery to unlock the riddle
of the ages.
The best answer seems to come from Pirates of the Carribean:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vXKoWLSyxz4
*Competionist TIps:
When looking for the Mirage parrots, keep track of locations where the mirage parrots have been found. Watch in cut scenes
for them to appear indicating their presence in a scene. If one is known to be in a location keep going back and forth to trigger
the mirage parrot to appear. While this is the most difficult part of the game, its not too hard, the games short length makes it
not so bad to get 100% in for even the fastest of achevo hunters.

Rating: 10\/10 Vaule: $9.99. Seriously, I forgot I had this. I mean, holy♥♥♥♥♥♥- 103 minutes spent on this game. Must have
been worth it.
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